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Fmi D OF THF- INVENTION

The present invention relates to a flexible support apparatus for supporting heavy

objects relative to a fixed surface, and in particular to a flexible solid metal support am having

a support base and mounting means at opposite ends.

RACKGROUNP HF THP. INVENTION

Flexible support arms for heavy objects are generally well-known. Many are

adapted with a base for temporarily or permanent mounting to a fixed surface and a mounting

platforms for securely supporting different heavy objects such as a lap-top computer. Many

known support arms are based upon a readily flexible stalk within a retaining sheath. One

example of such a flexible support arm is disclosed by Sheppard, et al. in U.S. Patent 4,842,174,

FlexibleMountforMobileAPPARATUS, as a helical coil of heavy gauge spring wire with a

filler strip of elastomeric material helically wound about the exterior of the coil spring and in

space between turns ofthe coil, the whole within a retaining sheath formed of a continuous strip

of vinyl tape. The degree of flex and the resistance to flex of the stalk is determined by a

combination of the gauge ofthe coil spring wire, the spacing between adjacent turns of the coil.
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the composition and density of the elastomeric material used for the filler strip and, by the

thickness of the strip of vinyl tape and the pressure with which it is wound.

Another version of the readily flexible stalk within a retaining sheath is disclosed

by Simons in U.S. Patent 1,786,459, Baby-BOTTLEHOLDER, that is formed from bundle of

5 flexible non-resilient metal wires retained inside a flexible conduit made from a spiral-wound

metal strip. The conduit and the wires can be bent and the arm will remain in the position to

which it is bent. Ghazizadeh taught the use of this same flexible support arm in U.S. Patent

5 135 \%9, BabyBOTTLEHOLDER.

While effective for their intended purpose, the type of flexible support arms

10 having a flexible stalk within a retaining sheath are complex and expensive to manufacture

while being limited in the weight ofthe load they can support.

inU S. Patent e,Q-il,9\Q,FLEXiBLESupp0RTAm FOR Supporting OmcTS,

Richter teaches another type of flexible support arm having a permanently bendable aluminum

rod extending between a mounting base and a mounting plate and covered by an elastically

1 5 flexible plastic tube. As taught by Richter, this type of flexible support arm is overly complex

and expensive to manufacture and the weight of the load it can support is limited by the

aluminum material used in the permanently bendable support rod.

Other flexible support arms are also currently known. However, current flexible

support arms are both overly complex and expensive to manufacture, and are limited in the

20 weight of the load they can support.

STTMMARY THF INVENTION

The present invention overcomes the manufacturing and load capacity limitations

ofthe prior art by providing a flexible support apparatus for supporting heavy objects relative to

a fixed surface. Accordingly, the flexible support apparatus includes a support base having a

25 first substantially tubular aperture; a mounting bracket having a second substantially tubular

aperture; and a permanently bendable metal rod having a first end inserted into the first tubular

aperture of the support base and having a first weld joint fonned therebetween, and a second end

inserted into the second tubular aperture of the mounting bracket and having a second weld joint

formed therebetween.
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According to another aspect ofthe invention, the support base and mounting

bracket are both formed of an ultrasonically weldable plastic material, and the weld joints

formed between the metal rod and each of the support base and the mounting bracket are

ultrasonic weld joints. Tobest accommodate ultrasonic welding, the first and second endsofthe

metal rod are formed having upset surface material, such as knuried surface matenal.

Furthermore, according to different aspects ofthe invention, the metal rod is formed of a

material selected to be aluminum, copper, or copper coated with another metallic ma^

as zinc.

According to other aspects of the invention, the metal rod, support base and

,0 mounting bracket are formed of aluminum, and the weld joints formed between the metal rod

and each ofthe support base and the mounting bracket are conventional aluminum weld jomts.

According to another aspect of the invention, the flexible support apparatus of

the invemion includes a flexible plastic sheath disposed around the metal rod between the

support base and the mounting bracket Optionally, each ofthe supportb^ and the mountmg

,5
bracketincludearespectivecounter-boresubstantiallyconcemricwiththerespectivetubular

aperture and sized to admit the flexible plastic sheath.

According to another aspect of the invention, a method is provided for formmg a

flexible suppon apparatus- Accordingly, the method includes forming a support base having a

^.bular aperture therein; forming a mounting bracket having a tubular aperture therem; and

20 fusing firs, and second ends ofa permanently bendable metal rod in the respective tubular

apertures of the support base and mounting bracket.

According to one aspect ofthe invention, the method ofthe invention mcludes

forming the support base of an ultrasonically weldable material; forming the mounting brack«

ofan ultrasonically weldable material; and ultrasonically welding the firs, and s«ond ends of

25 the metal rod in the respective tubular apem.res of the support base and mountmg bracket.

Accordi.* to another aspect of the invemion, the method of the invenuon

includes alternatively forming each ofthe support base, mounting bracket and metal rod of a

weldable aluminum mat«ial, and fosing firs, and second ends of the metal rod in the respecve

tubular apertures ofthe support base and mounting bracket by aluminum weldtng.

30 According to another aspect of the invention, the method ofthe inventton also

includes installing a flexible sheath around tite metal rod. Optionally, the method of the
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inve^ion includes forming in each of.he support base and mounting bracket a second «Aular

apcrmretherein to is of larger diameter and is substantially concemric withthe first tubular

aperture having the metal rod fosed therein, and inserting the ends of the flexible sheath into the

second tubular apertures.

5 Other aspects ofthe invention are detailed herein.

ppTPP nPSPRTPTlON THF. DRAWINGS

The foregoing aspects and many ofthe attendant advantages of this invention

will become more readily appreciated as the samebecomes better understoodby reference tothe

following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings,

10 wherein: .

Figure 1 illustrates the present invention by example and without hmrtatron

embodied as a flexible support apparatus formed at its core by a permanently bendable metal

rod (shown in subsequent Hi^es) that is joined at opposite ends to each of a support base and a

mounting means wherein the permanently be«lable metal rodcov^ in a flexible sheath;

15 Figures 2 and 3 illustrate by example and without UmitMion one embodtmem of

the invention for coupling the permanently bendable metal rod to each ofthe support base and

mounting means, wherein Figure 2 illustrates assembly ofthe flexible support apparatus ofthe

invention, and Figure 3 Ulustrates the embodiment of the flexible support apparatus ofF.gure

in an assembled state; and

20 Figures 4 and 5 Ulustrate by example and without limitation one alternative

embodiment ofthe invention for coupling the pennanently bendable metal n>d to each ofthe

support base and mounting means, wherein Figure 4 illustrates assembly offl» flexible support

apparams of the invention, and Fi^re 5 illustrates Are embodiment ofthe flexible support

apparatus ofFigure 4 in an assembled state.

25 nT^TAn FD DESCRIPTIONQFPPFFFffFFD FMBOPIMENT

In the Figures, like numerals indicate like elements.

The present invention is a flexible support apparatus for supporting heavy objects

relative to a fixed surface and methods for manufacturing the same. The flexible support

apparatus is formed of a permanently bendable metal rod that is fused by electrosonic welding
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,0 a plastic suppo. base a. one end and a pla»o counting a, its oppose end w,h an

elastically flexible plastic tubular sheath covering the n,e,al rod and optionally secured a.

oppositeendstothesupportbaseandmoumingmeansattheendsofthcmetalrod.

Alternatively, the flexible suppon apparatus is formed ofa permanently bendable

5 metal rod that is fused b, conventional welding or other conventional metal-fusing process to a

metal support base at one end and a metal mounting means at its opposite end w,th the

elastically flexible plastic tubular sheath covering the metal rod and opdonally secu.«l at

opposite ends to the suppon base and mounting means at the ends ofthe metal rod.

Figure 1 Ulustrates the invention embodied as a flexible support apparatus 10

,0 formed at its core by a permanently bendable metal rod 12 (shown in subsequent Figures and

discussed in detail below) that is welded at opposite ends to each ofa support base 14 and a

mourning means .6 with the metal rod ,2 covered in a flexible plastic sheath IS. The support

base 14 is formed with a mourning ^rfece 20 on its underside opposite from the matn body o

the metal rod 12. According to one or more embodiments ofthe invention, the support base 4

,5 is provided with a peripheral flange 22 having a centrally loc«ed tubular boss 24 by whtch the

bendable metal r«l 12 is attached, as discussed below. The flange 22 ofthe suppon base .4 .s

opaonally stmctured wifl, multiple apenu^ 26 tl«. operate as mounting holes by whtch tite

base 14 is permanemly m^tnted to a fixed surface, such as a mounting surface in an automobtle

or other vehicle, nte multiple apenures26arethusembodied
as clearance holes for mountmg

20 screws (not shown) used to secure the base 14 to ttte fixed mourning surface. The aperwres

are opttonally formed with countersinks or counter-bot^ to accommodate the heads o the

mounting screws. According to other embodiments ofthe invention, the mounting^ 20 of

the base 14 is suppUed with an adhesively bondable surface, or a resilient adhesive pad,

commonly known as a Pressure Sensitive Adhesive or PSA (no, shown), applied betwe«. the

25 mounting surface 20 ofthe base 14 and a fixed mounting surface.

According to one or more embodiments ofthe invention, the mountmg means 16

,sembodiedasabracke.havingatubularboss28b,which.hebend.blemetalrodl2,s

anached as discussed below bracket-type n^unting means 16 is optionally stiuctured wtth

a pair of flanges 30 each being optionally stmctured with one or more apertures 32 that operate

30 as mounting holes by which a device to be supported (not shown) is permanently .noumed by

means ofone or more mounting screws (no. shown) to a mounting surfi.ce 34 on the top stde of
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.he turning means .6 opposite from .he main body of .he me.al ™d .2 and the flex,ble

supp„«appa«n.s 10. The apertures 32 areoptional.y formed with countersinks or count«.bo«s

«, accommodate the heads ofthe mounting screws. According to other embodiments ofthe

invention, the mounting surface 34 of the bracket-type mounting means 16 is supplied w,th an

5 adhesively bondable surface, or a PSA.

According to one or more different embodiments of the invention, the support

base 14 is optionally embodied similarly to the bracket-type mounting me^s 16. Accotdmg to

one or more other different embodiments of the invention. tf« mourning means 16 rs opuonally

embodied having a peripheral flange similar ,o the embodiment of.he support base 14

10 illustrated by example and without limiation in Figure 1.

Other embodiments ofthe mounting means 16 are also contemplated, mcludmg

for example a resiliently compressible ball-shaped coupler ofthe type described by Cameval, ,n

U.S. Patent 5,845,885, UmBR^rPomo,<ABLEmmrmDmcB,
the complete drsclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference.

,5 Figures 2 and 3 illustrate by example and withomUmitation one embodtmen. of

the invention for coupling the permanently bendable metal rod .2 to each ofthe support base 14

and mounting means .6. According to one embodiment of the invention, the metal rod 12 rs

fbrmed of solid duminum Alten»tively. the metal rod 12 is formed of solid copper rod that ts

optionally coated with zinc. The inventor discovered .ha. use ofa solid copper rod .2 provrdes

20 unexpeced subs.an.ial structural adv^es over the solid aluminum rod of the pnor art: the

solid copper rod is permanently bendable similarly to the solid aluminum rod. but the copper

rodismuchstrongerforasimilarroddiametersothataretetivelyslendercopperrodcan

support loads weighing as much as the loads supportable by a larger diameter aluminum rod.

Therefore, when embodied as a solid copper rod. the metal rod 12 is formed with a d,ame.er that

25 is much smaller than an aluminum rod for supporting a load of the same weight.

According to flte invention as embodied in Figures 2, 3 .he o<herwise smooth

metal ofrod ,2 is knurled or ofterwise upse. at both ends 12a while remaining substanttally

unchanged along most of its length 12b between the ends 12a. The base 14 and mounting m«>ns

,6 are both formed ofa plastic material tha. is suiable for ultrasonic welding The respectrve

30 tubular bosses 24, 28 ofthe base 14 and mourning means 16 are formed with respective

substantially .ubular apertures 36. 38 .ha. are either blind (shown) or entirely through the body
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of the respective base 14 and mounting means 16. The apertures 36, 38 are of relatively smaller

diameter than the metal rod 12 by an amount determined by the ultrasonic welding process to

develop a strong weld joint therebetween.

Optionally, the respective tubular bosses 24. 28 ofthe base 14 and mounting

5 means 16 are formed with respective counter-bores 40, 42 concentric with the substantially

tubular apertures 36, 38 and sized to accept and optionally to securely retain the elastically

flexible plastic sheath 18 covering the metal rod 12. According to one embodiment ofthe

invention, the flexible plastic sheath 18 is a corrugated plastic tube, as shown in Figures 2, 3.

Alternatively, the flexible plastic sheath 18 is one of an accordion configuration, a

10 smooth-finished plastic tube, a thick foam tube, or another flexible plastic sheath that covers the

metal rod 12 while permitting it to be bent to desired shapes without interference. Such

alternative sheath materials are well-known to those of skill in the art so as not to require

detailed descriptions.

Figure 2 illustrates assembly ofthe flexible support apparatus 10 ofthe

15 invention. During assembly, the sheath 18 is fitted over the length ofthe metal rod 12 and the

rod 12 is grasped along its length 12b above the upset end portion 12a by jaws 44 of a chuck of

an ultrasonic welding machine 46, whereafter the upset end portion 12a is fused by ultrasonic

welding to one ofthe tubular apertures 36, 38 in the plastic support base 14 or the plastic

mounting means 16. Thereafter, the sheath 18 is compressed along the rod length 12b which is

20 grasped by the chuck jaws 44 at the second unwelded end above the upset end portion 12a,

whereafter the upset end portion 12a is fused by ultrasonic welding to the tubular aperture 36,

38 in the other one of the plastic support base 14 or the plastic mounting means 16. The sheath

18 is expanded and its open ends 18a are grasped, as by hand or machine, and inserted into the

respective counter-bores 40, 42 that are concentric with the tubular apertures 36, 38 in the

25 respective base 14 and mounting means 16. The base 14 is thereafter permanently mountable to

a fixed surface, a relatively heavy load is permanently mountable to the mounting means 16, and

the metal rod 12 is bendable to a desired shape, as illustrated in Figure 1, to present the

supported load according to user's preference.

Figure 3 illustrates the embodiment of the flexible support apparatus 10 ofFigure

30 2 in an assembled state wherein a first upset end portion 12a of the metal rod 12 is ultrasonically

welded into the aperture 36 in the boss 24 ofthe plastic support base 14, a second upset end

7
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portion 12a is ultrasonically welded into the aperture 38 in the boss 28 ofthe plastic mountmg

rr^eans 16, and the flexible plastic sheath 18 is installed over the metal rod 12 with the open ends

18a tucked into the counter-bores 40, 42 adjacent to the tubular apertures 36, 38 in the

respective support base 14 and mounting means 16.

5 Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the invention embodied by example and without

limitation as an alternative flexible support apparatus 10' that is formed at its core by a

permanently bendable metal rod 12' that is formed ofweldable aluminum material and fused by

metal-to-metal welding at opposite ends to each of a weldable aluminum support base 14' and a

weldable aluminum mounting means 16'. The weldable aluminum rod 12' is covered by the

10 flexible plastic sheath 18 as discussed herein.

The weldable aluminum support base 14' and weldable aluminum mounting

means 16' are provided with respective tubular bosses 24', 28' that are formed with respective

tubular apertures 36', 38' which are either entirely through the body ofthe respective base 14'

and mounting means 16' (shown) or blind. The apertures 36', 38' are formed having a diameter

15 sized to provide a either a press or a slip fit with the weldable aluminum rod 12'. The apertures

36' 38' are optionally formed having a countersink or other relief 48 at the respective mountmg

surfaces 20, 34', the countersink or other relief 48 being of relatively larger diameter than the

respective apertures 36', 38'.

The solid aluminum rod 12' is formed having a substantially smooth surface that

20 is substantially unchanged along most of its length 12b' between its substantially smooth

surfaced opposite ends 12a'. Tlie ends 12a' ofthe aluminum rod 12' are formed with a chamfer

50 or other edge break to accommodate its insertion into the respective apertures 36', 38'.

Optionally, the respective tubular bosses 24', 28' ofthe weldable aluminum base

14' and weldable aluminum mounting means 16' are formed with respective counter-bores 40',

25 42' concentric with the apertures 36', 38' and sized to accept and optionally to securely retain

the elastically flexible plastic sheath 18 covering the weldable aluminum rod 12'.

Figure 4 illustrates assembly of the alternative flexible support apparatus 10' of

the invention. During assembly, one of the rod end portions 12a' is inserted into one of the

tubular aperture 36', 38' in one ofthe weldable aluminum base 14' and mounting means 16',

30 whereafter the end portion 12a' is &sed by metal-to-metal welding to one ofthe weldable

aluminum support base 14' or the weldable aluminum mounting means 16'. The weldmg is
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performed at the tip of the rod end portion 12a' where it meets the mounting surface 20, 34' of

the base 14' or mounting means 16' at the juncture of the countersink or other relief48 and the

chamfer 50 or other edge break on the rod end portion 12a'. Accordingly, the weld is contained

within the space between the relief48 and the edge break 50 so that a minimum of surface

5 finishing is required to finish the mounting surface 20, 34' for comiection to a surface.

Thereafter, the sheath 18 is compressed along the rod length 12b' and the second

unwelded rod end portion 12a' is inserted into the other one ofthe tubular aperture 36', 38' in

the other one of the weldable aluminum support base 14' or the weldable aluminum mounting

means 16', whereafter welding is performed at the tip of the second heretofore unwelded rod

10 end portion 12a' where it meets the mounting surface 20, 34' of the heretofore unwelded base

14' or mounting means 16' at the juncture of the relief48 and the other edge break 50 on the

second rod end portion 12a'.

Alternatively, the welding is performed between the weldable aluminum rod 12'

and each of the weldable aluminum support base 14' and the weldable aluminum mounting

15 means 16' at respective point set back from the tip of the rod end portions 12a' where the rod

12' meets the bases ofthe respective counter-bores 40', 42' in the base 14' and mounting means

16'. Accordingly, the welds are contained within the counter-bores 40', 42' so that no surface

finishing is required to finish the mounting surfaces 20, 34' for installation.

The sheath 18 is expanded and its open ends 18a are grasped, as by hand or

20 machine, and inserted into the respective counter-bores 40', 42' in the base 14' and mounting

means 16'. The base 14' is thereafter permanently mountable to afixed surface, a relatively

heavy load is permanently mountable to the mounting means 16', and the weldable aluminum

rod 12' is bendable to a desired shape, as illustrated in Figure 1, to present the supported load

according to user's preference.

25 Figure 5 illustrates the embodiment ofthe flexible support apparatus 10' of

Figure 4 in an assembled state wherein a first end 12a' ofthe weldable aluminum rod 12' is

metal welded into the aperture 36' in the boss 24' ofthe weldable aluminum support base 14', a

second end 12a of the weldable aluminum rod 12' is metal welded into the aperture 38' in the

boss 28' of the weldable aluminum mounting means 16, and the flexible plastic sheath 18 is

30 installed over the weldable aluminum rod 12' with the open ends 18a tucked into the

9
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counter-bores 40', 42' in the respective weldable aluminum support base 14' and mounting

means 16'.

According to another alternative embodiment, a solderable copper rod is

substituted for the weldable aluminum rod 12' of Figures 4, 5, and copper of another suitable

5 material is substituted for the weldable aluminum of the support base 14' and mounting means

16' wherein the substitute material of the support base 14' and mounting means 16' is fusible by

conventional soldering techniques. Accordingly, the method of fusing by welding described in

Figures 4, 5 is replaced by soldering for fusing the substitute solderable copper rod 12' to each

of the substitute solderable support base 14' and mounting means 16' in similar manner to the

10 described welding, except that solder is used between the substitute solderable copper rod 12'

and each of the substitute solderable support base 14' and mounting means 16' to form the

joints therebetween. By example and without limitation the substitute solderable support base

14' and mounting means 16' are formed of brass, bronze, or copper and optionally include a

suitable coating of a type known in the art to improve solderability.

1 5 According to yet another alternative embodiment, the flexible support apparatus

is formed of a permanently bendable metal rod that is fused by adhesive bonding to a metal or

plastic support base at one end and a metal or plastic mounting means at its opposite end with

the elastically flexible plastic tubular sheath covering the metal rod and optionally secured at

opposite ends to the support base and mounting means at the ends of the metal rod.

20 While the preferred embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and

described, it will be appreciated that various changes can be made therein without departing

from the spirit and scope of the invention. For example, materials may be substituted for the

different components of the flexible support apparatus of the invention without departing from

the spirit and scope of the invention. Therefore, the inventor makes the following claims.
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